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An ex-Zenit youth prospect who was condemned by the likes of ice queen Elizaveta
Tuktamysheva after sending vile abuse to tennis ace Daria Kasatkina on social
media has been punished, with his club ...
Net loss: Russian footballer is fined three months’ wages for ‘calling tennis ace
Kasatkina a f*cking wh*re’ over Wimbledon defeat
Coronavirus deaths in Russia hit a record on Saturday for the fifth straight day,
with the authorities reporting 697 fatalities as the country faces a rapid surge of
infections. The previous record on ...
The Latest: Russian record daily death toll keeps rising
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Russia reiterates its earlier stance on building relations with Commonwealth of
Independent States (CIS), China, and India through bilateral means.
In Russia’s New National Security Strategy, Preserving Traditional Values Top
Priority
Businesses around the world rushed Saturday to contain a ransomware attack that
has paralyzed their computer networks, a situation complicated in the U.S. by
offices lightly staffed at the start ...
Ransomware attack before holiday leaves companies scrambling
The long-delayed Russian module for the International Space Station is set to be
finally launched this month, but the date has been pushed back several days, the
head of the ...
Russia to launch new International Space Station module
Protasevich is now in a rented flat in Minsk, his father Dmitri Protasevich ... His
girlfriend, Russian citizen Sofia Sapega was also moved to a rented flat, where she
is living alone, her ...
Belarus moves jailed opposition blogger Protasevich to house arrest -BBC
REvil, the ransomware gang that attacked meat supplier JBS Foods this spring and
a major IT software vendor this month, has mysteriously vanished from the
internet, according to cybersecurity experts ...
Ransomware gang that hit meat supplier mysteriously vanishes from the internet
The State Department will offer rewards up to $10 million for information leading to
the identification of anyone engaged in foreign state-sanctioned malicious cyber
activity, including ransomware ...
White House to offer up to $10 million rewards in ransomware fight
Even though she will compete in a half-filled stadium due to COVID-19 restrictions,
she expects it to feel more celebratory than her experience at the 2016 Rio
Olympics, where she was the only Russian ...
Russia Was Banned From the Tokyo Olympics. These Athletes Are Finding Other
Ways to Compete
India has been a big buyer of Russian weapons for 50 years. Those haven’t been
easy years for New Delhi. India’s defense contracts with Russia have consistently
suffered delay ...
India Has Serious Buyer's Remorse Over Its Russian Aircraft Carrier
The Biden administration will offer rewards up to $10 million for information
leading to the identification of foreign state-sanctioned malicious activity against
critical U.S.
$10 million rewards bolster White House anti-ransomware bid
Russian authorities reported a record-breaking 679 new coronavirus deaths on
Friday, a fourth day in a row with the highest daily death toll in the pandemic. No
plans for a lockdown ...
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No lockdown plans in Russia as virus deaths hit new record
The Kremlin said on Friday that Russian diplomats would continue to ‘guard’ her
interests. The Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov did not say whether or when
Sapega may return to Russia.
Belarus moves opposition blogger and girlfriend to house arrest
"In the event of a repeat of unacceptable provocative action - if those actions go
too far, no options can be ruled out in terms of legally defending Russia's borders,"
added Dmitry Peskov ... as ...
HMS Defender: Boris Johnson insists warship was sailing legally as Moscow warns
'no options can be ruled out'
Royal statues toppled in Canada over treatment of indigenous children J&J vaccine
is 'effective' against Delta variant Meet Vietnam's pangolin protector ... Dmitry
Gudkov, a former Russian ...
Russia outlaws organizations tied to opposition leader Alexei Navalny
Asked about the report, Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov categorically denied
the assertion. “Russian military advisers ... Airlines passenger was bound to her
seat with heavy-duty tape on ...
Russia denies its personnel in CAR involved in killings
For example, in 2012, former President Obama infamously told then Russian
President Dmitry Medvedev that he ... building the Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline
between Russia and Germany.
The Biden-Putin Summit: Much Ado About Nothing
In light of the surge, at least 14 Russian regions ... checks is approaching 2.5
million signatures. Stephanie Bonin, who owns a restaurant in Denver with her
husband, created the petition ...
Russia mandates vaccinations for some as virus cases surge
Berlin and Paris had on Thursday called for the EU to resume talks with the Russian
leader ... Moscow and Brussels,” Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov told reporters.
“The European position ...
French-German plan for EU-Putin talks collapses
"No shots were directed at HMS Defender and we do not recognise the claim that
bombs were dropped in her path," it said ... far as three kilometres (2 miles) into
Russian waters near Cape Fiolent ...

Book 2 in the Bestselling Her Russian Protector Sexy Romantic Suspense Series
Refusing to lose her brother to the violent Hermanos street gang, Benny turns to
Dimitri, the dead sexy Russian who lives in the apartment above her family's
bakery. He's the only man tough enough to get through to Johnny and save him
from a life in prison--or worse. There's nothing Dimitri won't do for Benny, even if it
means dealing with her troublemaking brother. He quickly realizes that it's not just
Johnny and his thug friends that pose a threat to Benny. A shady real estate
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developer needs to buy her bakery to secure a multi-million dollar deal and he'll
stop at nothing to make her sell. Threatened from all sides, Benny finds safety in
Dimitri's strong arms--and in his bed. Her big, sexy Russian has no intention of ever
letting her go--and he'll brave the fires of hell before he lets anyone harm her.
Reader's Note: Dimitri is an incredibly passionate man with a dominant streak--and
Benny is only too happy to indulge his need for a little...restraint. keywords: alpha
male, latina heroine, multicultural, mob romance, bodyguard romance, her russian
protector series
First Taste: A Series Starter Collection Savor your first taste of dirty, sexy,
dangerous underworld romances from NYT and USA Today Bestselling Author Roxie
Rivera. IVAN (Her Russian Protector #1) To find her sister, Erin will need the help of
her big, scary Russian protector—but asking for help from a man like Ivan carries a
steep price, one that might just include her heart. DIMITRI (Her Russian Protector
#2) Threatened from all sides, Benny finds safety in Dimitri's strong arms—and in
his bed. Her big, sexy Russian has no intention of ever letting her go—and he'll
brave the fires of hell before he lets anyone harm her. YURI (Her Russian Proector
#3) When Lena's father and cousin blunder into an international art theft
operation, Yuri seizes his chance to be her protector. But when past misdeeds
catch up with him and threaten Lena's safety, Yuri puts her love and trust in him to
the test. A Very Russian Christmas (Her Russian Protector #3.5) It's Christmas in
Houston, and the Russians are ready to spoil—and protect—the women they love.
Featuring nine sexy, flirty stories, this holiday-themed collection from the Her
Russian Protector series allows readers to revisit favorite couples and meet new
love interests. In Kelly's Corner (The Fighting Connollys #1) With the family gym on
the line, there's only one way for Kelly to make everything right. He agrees to fight
for the Albanian mob in an underground bare-knuckle fighting tournament. But
winning the tournament and saving his family's legacy comes at a high price--one
that just might cost Bee her life. Seduced by the Loan Shark Gathering her courage
and the four thousand dollars she has in savings, college co-ed Cassie bravely
enters the bar where Hagen, Houston's most feared loan shark, operates his
criminal empire. Her brother is in deep trouble and she's his last hope. Left
breathless with pleasure after their encounter, Cassie discovers she can't walk
away from Hagen. But she's flirting with danger now--and someone is bound to get
hurt. Collateral (Debt Collection #1) Ben's plans to have a little fun with a girl way
out of his league are shot to hell after one taste of sweet, beguiling Aston. When
her stepbrother's shady dealings are revealed, Ben will do anything to protect her
from the seedy underworld he inhabits—even if it means crossing the only family
he's ever known. Step When Jem's brother is kidnapped, Step vows to get him
back, even if that means knocking on the door of Russian mob boss Nikolai and
calling in favors from his cousin Ten, the infamous mob enforcer. Because Step has
finally tasted happiness, and he'll fight like hell to keep Jem in his life... Zel
(Markovic MMA) When Sara’s past threatens everything Zel has worked so hard to
achieve, she has to make a painful choice. She can sacrifice her love for Zel and let
him go—or she can fight for him, facing the secret that nearly buried her back in
Houston and the loan shark who owns them both. Her Cowboy Protector Cruz
Montes can't believe her DEA Agent brother is abandoning her on a dusty, isolated
ranch in West Texas with a cowboy she's never met. Carlos swears Niall is the only
man who can keep Cruz and her unborn baby safe but she isn't so sure. One look
at the rough ex-soldier and Cruz wonders if she wouldn't be safer on her own...
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Close Quarters When Navy SEAL Leland Gates runs off to his family's secluded
cabin to lick his wounds, he never expects to find makeup heiress Jamie Pearson
hiding out there. His sister's best friend swears she's only there for a weekend of
relaxation, but his well-honed instincts tell him that she's in big trouble. Getting
tangled up in Jamie's latest hot mess—or her sheets—is the very last thing he
needs, but in close quarters like these, there's no denying the white-hot passion
blazing between them.
***USA TODAY BESTSELLER*** Claimed and cherished by Houston's most ruthless
mob boss, artist Vivian Kalasnikov embraces her new position as Nikolai's wife and
the lonely, dangerous role as queen of Houston's underworld. But Nikolai is keeping
secrets from her, and the whispers of a coming street war leave her terrified for
the man she so passionately loves—and the tiny life growing inside her. Nikolai
finally has everything he's ever wanted—power, wealth and a family with Vivian,
the beautiful sun who lights up his dark life. But as his young wife prepares for her
debut on the international art stage, he finds himself drawn into a bloody conflict
that threatens the quiet life he's painstakingly built. He can feel the promise of his
future happiness slipping through his fingers like grains of sand. One wrong move,
and he'll lose Vivian and his child forever. One wrong move, and he won't see
another sunrise. The sins of their fathers have come back to haunt Vivian and
Nikolai. To protect his beloved wife and his heir, he'll do absolutely anything. The
brutal gangster who violently conquered the streets of Moscow and Houston is
about to be unleashed—and Houston's underworld will never be the same again.
Three ridiculously sexy Russian hunks wrapped up in one volume! Includes IVAN,
DIMITRI and YURI from the bestselling sexy romantic suspense Her Russian
Protector series! IVAN (Her Russian Protector #1) Desperate to find her sister, Erin
goes to the only man in Houston who can help her- -Ivan Markovic. The
intimidating, tattooed Russian operates one of the most elite mixed-martial arts
training centers in the world but it's his shadowy past and reputed connections
with Houston's underworld that interest her most. To find her sister, she'll need the
help of her big, scary Russian protector--but asking for help from a man like Ivan
carries a steep price, one that might just include her heart. DIMITRI (Her Russian
Protector #2) Refusing to lose her brother to the violent Hermanos street gang,
Benny turns to Dimitri, the dead sexy Russian who lives in the apartment above
her family's bakery. He's the only man tough enough to get through to Johnny and
save him from a life in prison--or worse. There's nothing Dimitri won't do for Benny,
even if it means dealing with her troublemaking brother. He quickly realizes that
it's not just Johnny and his thug friends that pose a threat to Benny. A shady real
estate developer needs to buy her bakery to secure a multi-million dollar deal and
he'll stop at nothing to make her sell. Threatened from all sides, Benny finds safety
in Dimitri's strong arms--and in his bed. Her big, sexy Russian has no intention of
ever letting her go--and he'll brave the fires of hell before he lets anyone harm her.
YURI (Her Russian Protector #3) While clawing her way out of Houston's worst
neighborhood, Lena vowed to never let any man have power over her. After a
lifetime of broken promises from her criminal father and a mother who abandoned
her, Lena believes that love makes you vulnerable. She's never been tempted to
test that belief...until Yuri. Sexy as sin and with a dark reputation, Russian
billionaire Yuri Novakovsky survived a miserable childhood of poverty and neglect
to ascend the pinnacle of success. He enjoys the perks of his massive wealth
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without much thought to the consequences...until Lena. When Lena's father and
cousin blunder into an international art theft operation, Yuri seizes his chance to be
her protector. But when past misdeeds catch up with him and threaten Lena's
safety, Yuri puts her love and trust in him to the test. He'll prove he's the man she
needs--a man she can depend upon and trust--one sensual, wicked kiss at a time.
alpha male, mob romance, tattooed hero, billionaire hero, fighter romance, latina
heroine, Russian hero, military hero, mixed martial arts, possessive hero, bad boy,
multicultural
After their wild night running from Houston's criminal underworld, Ben and Aston
are inseparable. Refusing to choose between the only family he's ever known--the
Albanian mafia--or building a life with sweet, innocent Aston, Ben walks a careful
line. He's not giving her up without a fight. But the loose ends left unclipped from
that first fateful night together are threatening to strangle the future Ben and Aston
so desperately want. Calvin, her sadistic stepbrother is gone, but even in death,
he's found ways to torment her. He left behind a tangled web of schemes and lies
that threaten to set Houston's underworld on fire. When Aston discovers an
unexpected consequence from her torrid night with Ben, she refuses to let Calvin
and his terrible secrets hurt the people she loves. Whatever it takes, whatever the
risk, she'll keep them safe. Even if that means betraying Ben's criminal family...
After a year filled with drama and danger, Erin and Ivan are ready to focus on the
one thing they want the most--starting a family. When she has yet another
negative test, Erin worries there's something wrong with her. Ivan urges his wife
not to worry because it will happen when it's meant to happen. He hates seeing
her stressed out and does whatever he can to make her happy. But, when Erin's
wayward sister is released from jail, he hesitates to allow Ruby to live in their
home. He's worried she hasn't changed and that Erin will only end up getting hurt
again. Trouble follows Ruby from the cell block to their front door, and Ivan finds
himself faced with an insurmountable problem. If he can't save Ruby's life, he'll
lose everything--Erin, the family they desperately want and his freedom.
"This collection of holiday-themed short stories fits the Her Russian protector series
timeline between Yuri (book 3) and the beginning of Nikolai (book 4). It features
couples from the first five books in the series as well as glimpses of future couples
to come"--P. v.
Three brothers and their relations in 19th century Russia provide the base for a
sweeping epic overview of human striving, folly and hope. First published in 1880,
The Brothers Karamazov is a landmark work in every respect. Revolving around
shiftless father Fyodor Pavlovich Karamazov are the fates of his three sons, each of
whom has fortunes entwined with the others. The eldest son, Dimitri, seeks an
inheritance from his father and becomes his rival in love. Ivan, the second son, is
so at odds with the world that he is driven near to madness, while the youngest,
Alexi, is a man of faith and a natural optimist. These personalities are drawn out
and tested in a crucible of conflict and emotion as the author forces upon them
fundamental questions of morality, faith, reason and responsibility. This charged
situation is pushed to its limit by the addition of the unthinkable, murder and
possible patricide. Using shifting viewpoints and delving into the minds of his
characters, Dostoevsky adopted fresh techniques to tell his wide-reaching story
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with power and startling effectiveness. The Brothers Karamazov remains one of the
most respected and celebrated novels in all literature and continues to reward
readers beyond expectation. With an eye-catching new cover, and professionally
typeset manuscript, this edition of The Brothers Karamazov is both modern and
readable.
When pawn broker Abby Kirkwood discovers the evidence of a chilling drug cartel
hit on one of the video cameras hocked in her store, she turns to the only man she
can trust—Jack Connolly. The smolderingly sexy former Marine runs a successful
gym down the street and coaches her brother's special needs baseball team. He's
the one man who is always there when she needs him. If anyone can protect her
family, it's commanding, capable Jack. The moment he learns someone is
threatening Abby and her brother, Jack sees red. To save the woman he's secretly
loved for years, he'll do whatever it takes, even if it means facing off with a
Mexican drug cartel and making deals with the same Albanian mob outfit that tried
to ruin his family. He finally has sweet, feisty Abby right where she was always
meant to be—writhing with pleasure in his bed and safely sheltered in his arms.
The vicious cartel assassin hot on her heels has no idea what he's up against. The
Connolly brothers are standing strong together—and no one touches their family.
Alpha male, Marine romance, military hero, interracial romance, bwwm romance,
mob, fighter romance, suspence, sexy, fighting connollys, her Russian protector,
roxie rivera
Cruz Montes can't believe her DEA Agent brother is abandoning her on a dusty,
isolated ranch in West Texas with a cowboy she's never met. Carlos swears Niall is
the only man who can keep Cruz and her unborn baby safe but she isn't so sure.
One look at the rough ex-soldier and Cruz wonders if she wouldn't be safer on her
own. Rancher Niall Campbell isn't thrilled with the prospect of babysit-ting his best
friend's sister, especially when he learns she's marked for death by an infamous
drug cartel assassin. But he swore a blood oath with Carlos in the heat of battle
and always keeps his word. He'll defend Cruz and her unborn baby with his life.
Cruz quickly realizes she isn't the only one being followed by a ghost. She's drawn
to the haunted Niall. As she chips away at his emotional armor, Niall dares to
dream about what it might be like to have a family of his own, to keep Cruz and
her baby in his life. But all those dreams will remain unrealized if he can't protect
her. keywords: cowboy romance, Navy SEAL, organized crime, mafia, cartel, secret
baby, pregnancy, latina romance
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